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A nalysis is what happened to calculus in the 19th century as mathematicians discovered that their intuition 
of how to apply calculus was failing them, especially as their repertoire of infinite series expanded. The 
conceptual difficulties that they encountered are precisely where those first learning the subject also have 

trouble. Understanding how these controversies were resolved illuminates many of the definitions, axioms, and theorems 
that baffle students. 
 This talk will focus on three broad issues that arose during the 19th century and that caused both controversy and 
confusion as they were straightened out: 
What do we mean by convergence of a series of functions and when, for the purposes of calculus, can we treat an infinite 
sum of functions as if it were a finite sum? How did our modern understanding of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus 
arise, and what does it really say? How did we get the Heine-Borel Theorem?
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